Total Refreshment Resource

Order now at ARAMARKrefreshments.com
To help boost employee satisfaction, morale and productivity, count on ARAMARK, the industry-leading expert, to be your trusted refreshment partner.

Our commitment to Service In a Class By Itself means we’ll deliver all your refreshment needs so you can focus on other priorities.

Please review the refreshment options in this catalog. Then contact your ARAMARK Refreshment Specialist to customize a solution to meet the exact refreshment needs of your workplace.

Order online and learn more about ARAMARK’s refreshment offerings at ARAMARKrefreshments.com.
The Complete Breaktime Experience®
that’s right for you.
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Now, you can do it all at ARAMARKrefreshments.com.

Keeping your employees motivated, refreshed and engaged is only a click away at ARAMARKrefreshments.com

Online Ordering—At any time that's convenient for you, you can order from our entire catalog of quality refreshment products—delivered right to your breakroom by your uniformed Refreshment Specialist

Shop Our Full Product Catalog—Get access to the widest assortment of premium coffee, tea, cold beverages and snacks—sure to satisfy the unique tastes of your employees

Easy Account Management—View past order and invoice details, find your next delivery day, and learn about new products and services

Special Online Savings—As an online customer, you’ll get special savings and introductory offers on the quality products ARAMARK delivers
Consistently superior service you can count on.

ServiceSTARS, our award-winning service training program, empowers our team to fulfill all your specific refreshment needs. We utilize a full range of resources, including RefreshTECH®, our handheld inventory management tool, to ensure that you always have the products your employees want, when they want them. And our 10-Point Advantage Checklist outlines the services performed at each visit, ensuring that your breakroom is always fully stocked to provide your employees with The Complete Breaktime Experience®.

A fully trained ARAMARK team supports your business:

- **Refreshment Center Management Team**—Professional staff to assist with your day-to-day refreshment needs and proactive support of your business objectives
- **Refreshment Specialist**—Reliable, uniformed professional committed to delivering all your refreshment needs
- **Service Technicians**—Experts who maintain the equipment in your breakroom

- ARAMARK has the highest favorable rating over all our competitors when it comes to high-quality service, “one-stop” solutions and the most comprehensive range of products
- 95% of our clients are satisfied with our products and services
You don’t have to hire a barista to brew fresh Starbucks® coffee at work.

Starbucks coffee is synonymous with coffee expertise, roasted from some of the world’s finest coffee beans to create distinctive blends of unique richness and flavor. With Starbucks coffee in your office, people feel like they’re enjoying a genuine coffeehouse experience without ever leaving the building. It’s the ultimate morale booster for employees and a welcomed treat for clients and guests.

Available in four flavor profiles—Mild, Medium, Bold and Extra-Bold. Pre-ground and pre-measured for the perfect cup.
Your employees will love the convenience of the Starbucks Interactive Cup® Brewer.

The brewer automatically measures and grinds real whole bean Starbucks® coffee, then brews a fresh, single cup at the push of a button. Also makes Starbucks Gourmet Hot Cocoa, tea and other hot beverages.

• The Fair Trade Certified™ label certifies that farmers who grow the coffee receive a minimum price. Fair trade guidelines also ensure that certain criteria are met, including decent working and living conditions, freedom of association, access to capital and sound environmental practices. www.fairtradecertified.org
Behind every great office, there’s a great cup of coffee.

Seattle’s Best Coffee® believes that everyone should have great coffee. That’s why it is their mission to make Seattle’s Best Coffee accessible to workplaces everywhere. Seattle’s Best Coffee developed a simple system of four distinct blends—with flavor and boldness profiles that span the range of coffee enjoyment.

Level 2 – Bright, lively, easy drinking
Level 3 – Balanced, smooth, full-flavored
Level 4 – Rich, elegant, complex
Level 5 – Bold, dark, intense

Finding the right coffee for your hard-working employees should be a joy, not a test. And today, thanks to ARAMARK and Seattle’s Best Coffee your workplace can enjoy a variety of premium and flavored coffees—without ever leaving the office.
From whole bean to fresh-brewed cup in less than a minute.

Seattle’s Best Coffee® believes that people just naturally like to be happy. And there’s absolutely no reason that they can’t be that way at work. With the innovative Seattle’s Best Coffee Premium Office Brewer, you can give your employees and visitors a smile every time they step foot in your office.
To keep your workplace running smoothly you need a drink system that delivers hassle-free convenience.

Freshness.
The FLAVIA FRESH RELEASE™ system serves delicious drinks brewed directly from pack to cup, ensuring a fresh brew every time.

Choice.
The unique FLAVIA® 2-pack technology creates fantastic cappuccinos, lattes, mochaccinos and espressos by combining our carefully blended FLAVIA swirls with your favorite coffee or tea.

Convenience.
Our system is designed with the workplace in mind to deliver the best-tasting, hassle free drinks to keep your work day running smoothly.
Exciting new brands for the workplace from MARS Drinks!

MARS Drinks has carefully selected brands that provide you with the right choices for your employees. Through research and expertise, they have found that four combinations of roast and taste can make all your coffee drinkers happy. ALTERRA COFFEE ROASTERS™ provides a variety of coffees within each profile. To delight the tea drinkers in your workplace, MARS Drinks created THE BRIGHT TEA CO.™ by collaborating with world-renowned tea experts to select the finest tea leaves and blend them perfectly for a tea for every part of your work day. For a delicious chocolate treat, your employees can also choose DOVE® Hot Chocolate, every cup a silky smooth indulgence.

40% of all MARS Drinks beverages contain Rainforest Alliance™ Certified coffee or tea. We work with The Rainforest Alliance to source coffee and tea from farms that have been certified, helping to conserve biodiversity and ensure sustainable livelihoods for grower communities.
Enjoy the seemingly endless variety from Green Mountain Coffee.

Great-tasting, environmentally friendly Green Mountain Coffee is a great way to boost employee morale and satisfaction—and show your employees they work for a company that truly cares.

- Extensive variety of delicious signature, flavored and seasonal coffees including Our Blend, Vermont Country Blend®, Breakfast Blend and Hazelnut Cream®

- Green Mountain Fair Trade Certified™ coffees help family farmers around the world by guaranteeing them a fair price for their harvest

- New Partnership coffees offer exceptional flavor and support causes like the Newman’s Own® Foundation, the National Wildlife Federation® and Heifer® International

*Ask about the Green Mountain Coffee blends available in your area.

More than 172 million adults in the US consume coffee daily, with 15% drinking gourmet brands.
Bring the popular Keurig® Brewing System into your workplace.

With the Keurig Brewing System, it only takes a few seconds to enjoy the rich, satisfying taste of real coffeehouse hot beverages. Simply choose from a wide variety of unique K-Cups® preloaded with your favorite coffee blend, hot cocoa or tea. In 30 seconds you’ll be enjoying a perfect, hot cup—with no mess, cleanup or hassles, ever.
Introducing Latte Lounge, ARAMARK’s newest state-of-the-art brewer. With one push of the button, it grinds gourmet whole beans, then brews and serves up a cup of the richest, freshest coffee you’ve ever had. Best of all, Latte Lounge lets your employees and customers customize up to 60 different mouthwatering creations featuring Peet’s Coffee, Seattle’s Best Coffee and Van Houtte. It’s also environmentally friendly, using an average of 80% less packaging material than disposable coffee brewers and there are no paper filters.
Freshly ground, freshly brewed gourmet coffees.

Create your own:

- **Cappuccino** – an espresso-style coffee combined with hot, frothed milk
- **Caffè Latte** – hot, frothed milk topped with espresso-style coffee
- **Mochaccino** – a delicious combination of espresso-style coffee; hot, frothed milk and creamy hot chocolate
- **Steamer** – hot, frothed milk; regular or flavored with your choice of three flavors
- **Hot Cocoa** – rich and creamy hot cocoa
- **Hot Milk with Chocolate** – rich and creamy hot cocoa with hot, frothed milk
- **Café Mocha** – freshly brewed dark roast coffee combined with rich and creamy hot cocoa

The Latte Lounge Express, designed for smaller offices, provides 18 drink varieties.
Intelligent Design. Delicious Results.

Welcome to the gourmet workday!

Introducing TASSIMO PROFESSIONAL, perhaps ARAMARK’s most intelligently designed single-cup brewer offering.

The TASSIMO PROFESSIONAL system puts a full range of premium hot beverages right at your employees’ fingertips. Using real liquid milk and short brewing times, it’s easy to make delicious specialty beverages like cappuccinos and lattes with premium brands including Euro-style GEVALIA espresso and coffee, delicately steeped TWININGS teas and rich and creamy SUCHARD hot chocolate.
Tassimo Professional Features:

- Lattes and cappuccinos brewed with real milk
- Streamlined design requires less space than most single-cup brewing systems
- User-friendly LCD display with easy-to-follow instructions
- Self-cleaning technology uses steam to automatically purge brewing components after every drink

Intelligent Design:
T-DISC barcodes ensure each drink is prepared perfectly. Professional T-DISCS cannot be used with home brewers.
An ARAMARK exclusive.

Our private-label Cory® coffee is recognized for delivering exceptional taste and satisfaction, time after time. We partner with one of the most experienced coffee roasters in America, carefully roasting each variety of bean individually, then blending them for a consistently smooth, full-bodied taste.

- 80% of decision makers believe that offering employees a variety of hot beverages is one of the most visible daily expressions of staff benefits

Savor the flavors found in upscale coffee bars, including Hazelnut Crème and Vanilla Fantasia. Blended from 100% arabica beans.

Our buyers travel the globe for the distinctive 100% arabica beans that go into our gourmet varieties. Enjoy Colombian Supremo, Kona Blend and other distinctive blends.

Our 100% Colombian, Signature Blend and Sequoia Dark are 100% arabica coffee.
Make a perfect pot of coffee the standard in your office.

- Curtis TLP Series Brewers feature a compact, low-profile design to easily fit on countertops

- Maintains optimum brewing time, volume and temperature—all essential for the best-tasting coffee

- Black thermal server or stainless steel airpot goes with any décor—keeps coffee at just the right temperature for hours, so there’s less waste and never a bitter cup of coffee
Advanced pure water dispenser that fits today’s lifestyles—and breakrooms.

The AquaMark® LX Countertop not only dispenses hot or chilled water at the push of a button, it fits under any standard cabinet. With no heavy jugs to lift and store it’s an attractive, thirst-quenching addition to any breakroom setting.

**Refreshing, Quality AquaMark® LX Water**
- Advanced system cleans your water and keeps it clean with ARAMARK’s exclusive carbon-based filter and a powerful in-tank ultraviolet light
- Makes everything prepared with water—coffee, tea, instant soup or powdered drink mix—taste better

**Convenience**
- Plumbed directly from your existing water source

**Health and Safety**
- Uses BioCote® technology
- Leak sensor automatically shuts off water

**Environmentally Friendly**
- AquaMark® LX is a sustainable product that uses your existing water supply, not hard-to-recycle plastic bottles or jugs and no delivery trucks burning diesel fuel

- Nearly 70% of workplaces offer free water to employees, making it second only to free hot coffee at work

![AquaMark® LX Countertop Dispenser](image)

The AquaMark® filter is certified for two important quality standards as defined by NSF International.

**NSF/ANSI Standard 42—Aesthetic Effects**
- Chlorine reduction
- Particulate reduction
- Improved taste and odor

**NSF/ANSI Standard 53—Health Effects**
- Asbestos reduction
- Cyst reduction
Your complete beverage source.

The sleek stainless steel look of the AquaMark® LX RefreshCenter™ pure water dispensers will make a great impression in your breakroom. The unique heat-resistant top holds any coffee brewer, saving precious counter space. And with the optional cabinet to store coffee and supplies, the RefreshCenter is as practical as it is attractive.

**Refreshing, Quality AquaMark® LX Water**
- Advanced system cleans your water and keeps it clean with ARAMARK’s exclusive carbon-based filter and a powerful in-tank ultraviolet light
- Makes everything prepared with water—coffee, tea, instant soup or powdered drink mix—taste better

**Convenience**
- Plumbed directly from your existing water source, and no heavy jugs to lift or store

**Health and Safety**
- Uses BioCote® technology
- Leak sensor automatically shuts off water

**Environmentally Friendly**
- AquaMark® LX is a sustainable product that uses your existing water supply, not hard-to-recycle plastic bottles or jugs and no delivery trucks burning diesel fuel

The AquaMark® filter is certified for two important quality standards as defined by NSF International.

**NSF/ANSI Standard 42—Aesthetic Effects**
- Chlorine reduction
- Particulate reduction
- Improved taste and odor

**NSF/ANSI Standard 53—Health Effects**
- Asbestos reduction
- Cyst reduction
Everything you need to make your beverage truly your own.

One key to employee satisfaction is providing the essentials they need to enjoy their beverages just the way they like them. Our exclusive Breaktime Essentials Merchandiser provides the ultimate in style and convenience for you and your employees, turning your breakroom into a coffeehouse-style destination. Customizable to fit any breakroom environment, it accommodates a full range of breaktime essentials like:

- International Delight Half & Half creamers
- Nestlé Carnation Coffee-mate liquid and flavored creamers
- Equal and SPLENDA sweeteners
- Sugar
- And many more

• 57% of coffee drinkers add a type of creamer to their coffee
Keeping employees satisfied and productive all day long.

To keep your employees going throughout the day, it’s important to have other refreshment offerings in addition to coffee and water. ARAMARK features a complete selection of breaktime essentials, all delivered and stocked in your breakroom by your Refreshment Specialist.

- Bigelow, Lipton and Tazo teas
- Swiss Miss hot chocolate
- Pepsi cold beverages
- Aquafina water
- Nestlé water
- Tropicana juices
- Crystal Light On-The-Go Flavor sticks
- Quaker oatmeal
- Lipton soup
- A variety of snacks

*Nearly 90% of management and more than 70% of employees feel it’s important to have a wide variety of refreshments at work.*
Why go out for breakroom supplies when they can come to you?

Now you don’t have to spend your valuable time going out shopping for breakroom supplies, or deal with multiple suppliers and delivery personnel. Let your ARAMARK ServiceSTARS-certified Refreshment Specialist deliver everything you need to create a clean, inviting breakroom environment for your employees. We also offer a wide selection of green products to help our clients minimize landfill waste and environmental impact of paper product usage.

- Cups and lids
- Paper towels and napkins
- Plates and bowls
- 100% recycled and recyclable cups, napkins, paper towels, plates and bowls
- Cutlery
- Soap, detergent and other cleaning supplies
- Trash bags
- Many more breakroom essentials

Green Thread™ is ARAMARK’s ongoing commitment to environmental stewardship. Every day, in ways large and small, we work to reduce our impact and promote global fair trade.
Employee satisfaction is the most important thing that comes out of our vending machines.

No one can beat ARAMARK’s combination of vending experience, industry-leading service, variety of brand-name products and the very latest technology. We’re here to help keep your employees satisfied, productive and engaged all day, every day, with a refreshment program customized to meet their exact needs.

- Offering a great selection of brand-name snacks and cold beverages
- The latest in technology and innovation, providing your workplace with the ultimate in reliability

Healthy variety for your employees’ healthy lifestyles.

Just4U™ delivers the better-for-you refreshments your employees want. Just look for the distinctive Just4U™ logo to identify items that offer healthy benefits.